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Technical description:
- Aluminium housing and aluminium thrust pipe anodised
- Internal interferance suppression according to EN55011
- Switching off in both end position through overload cutout
- Electronic overload emergency cutout
- Electric shunt connection possible (CAUTION: But not syncronised operation)
- Light grey silicone connection line 2x0,75mm², jacket 6mm diameter, standart length 2,5m, sepecial length on request
- Bore diameter of eye bolt on pushrod 6,1mm
- Bore diameter in housing base 6,1mm

Technical data Elektro-linear-drive S08B:

1) CAUTION: Not suitable for use in moist rooms or outdoor!

Order designation:
S08B - 350 - 6 - 2.5

Lenght of connection cable [m]
Bore diameter of eye bolt [mm]
Stroke [mm]
Motor type

Circuit diagram:



Description of function:
By applying the rated voltage for "EXTEND" on the connection cable (see circuit diagramm), the actuator extend and
disconnect at the end position through the internal overload disconnection. By applying the rated voltage for "RETRACT
on the connection cable (see circuit diagramm), the actuator retract and disconnect at the end position through the
internal overload disconnection. The internal overload disconnection is also used to disconnect the actuator at overload
to avoid damages. This means if the current demand pass the max. disconnecting current (see technical data), the
overload disconnection operate and lock the actuator to prevent a new starting. By removing the rated voltage from the
connection cable, the locking resets and the actuator is ready for further operation.

Technical description:
- Maintenance-free
- Anodised aluminium housing and aluminium-pushrod
- Internal interference suppression to EN55011
- Disconnection in both end positions through overload disconnection
- Electronic overload emergency disconnection
- Electric shunt connection possible (Caution: but no synchronous operation)
- Light grey silicone connection line 2x0,75qmm, sheath 6mm diameter, standardlenght 2.5m, special length on request
- Bore diameter of pushrod and housing bottom 6.1
- Ratet release temperature of combined fire detection element 93°C
- VdS approval no.: G503005

Technical data Elektro-linear-drive S08C and S10C:

1) loading cases: - extend against load and load supporting retract
- retract against load and load supporting extend

Type- and order designation: Circuit diagram:
S08C - 500 - 6 - 2.5

lenght of connection cable [m]
bore diameter in push rod
and housing bottom [mm]
stroke [mm]
motor type
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